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Agriculture is placed under the complexity 
associated with the linkage among several policy 
systems.
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Source：Based on the discussion of 
Shiroyama (2009) 



Uncertainties are increasing the complexity

Climate change 

Trade liberalization

Changing societal concerns on food safety and environment



Policy systems and uncertainties
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出典：Batie, S. “Wicked Problems and Applied Economics”

Wicked problem with value conflicts and 
uncertainties



Wicked problem associated with scaling out and up 
climate smart technologies and practices: An 
illustration

Sources: Modified from Batie, S. “Wicked Problems and Applied 
Economics”
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出典：Batie, S. “Wicked Problems and Applied Economics”

The need for Boundary Organizations and 
Social Experiments in addressing wicked 
problem



Policy objectives
Global issues Local issues

Policy
measures

GHG
Mitigation

Biodiversity Biomass Water
Quality

Landscape

1 Regulatory
measures

Regulation × ○ × 〇 △
Cross Compliance △ △ × ○ ×

Emission trading
without offset
projects

× × × × ×

2 Economic
measures

Tax △ × × × ×
Emission trading with
offset projects

△ × △ × ×

Agri-environmental
payments

○ ○ × △ ×

Feed-in-tariff ○ × ○ × ×
3 Voluntary
measures

Ecolabelling (public
sector)

△ △ × ○ △

Ecolabelling (private
sector)

△ ○ △ ○ ×

Green tourism × △ △ × ○
CSR △ △ 〇 △ △

Source：Shobayashi and Sasaki(2017）
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There have been various attempts for gradually scaling 
up/out although they may not be called “experiments”



Source：Shobayashi and Sasaki(2017）
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The share of direct payments in PSE

PSE and agri-environmental payments (2012～2014）
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There have been various attempts for gradually scaling 
up/out although they may not be called “experiments”



Source：CCX Website (closed)

There have been various attempts for gradually scaling 
up/out although they may not be called “experiments”



Source：Bo Lager (2011) “Kenya Agricultural Carbon Project”, Presentation 
Material at the international conference on March 9, 2011 in Tokyo

There have been various attempts for gradually scaling 
up/out although they may not be called “experiments”



Source: Based on Verra’s website

 Voluntary carbon markets and agriculture: Examples operated by 
Verra

Developer Methodologies Year

World Bank Bio 
Carbon Fund

Adoption of Sustainable Agricultural Land 
Management

2011

The Earth Partner Soil Carbon Quantification Methodology 2012

Michigan State 
University

Quantifying N2O Emissions Reductions in Agricultural 
Crops through Nitrogen Fertilizer Rate Reduction

2013

FAO Methodology for Sustainable Grassland Management 2014

Soils for the future Methodology for the Adoption of Sustainable 
Grasslands through Adjustment of Fire and Grazing

2015 

Wildlife works Methodology for Avoided Ecosystem Conversion 2014

Native energy Revisions to AMS-III.Y to Include Use of Organic 
Bedding Material

2013

There have been various attempts for gradually scaling 
up/out although they may not be called “experiments”



Source：MAFF, Shiga Prefecture

There have been various attempts for gradually scaling 
up/out although they may not be called “experiments”



Source: Shobayashi(2013)

An example of collective payments in Shiga

Making collective 
agri-
environmental 
payments
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There have been various attempts for gradually scaling 
up/out although they may not be called “experiments”



The Workshop

1. The first objective of this workshop is to share with the 
participants the experiences collected for this workshop. The 
focus would not be on each technology, but on how the 
technology has been scaled up or out.

2. In the context of this focus, the cases have been categorized 
into four groups:

 Adaptation and risk management
 Mitigation: Policy driven
 Mitigation: technology dissemination driven by research 

organizations/ international organizations
 Mitigation: Economic or voluntary mechanism



The Workshop
1. The second objective is to discuss how we could improve the 

ways of implementing these attempts so that we could learn more 
from the experiences in other regions or counties. 

2. The three guiding questions that MAFF had sent to you are in 
line with the second objective.

① What was the main purpose, in conducting the project/trial etc. 
with farmers and/or other stakeholders in the society? 

a. make clear farmers’ willingness to accept the new 
technology/practice; 

b. try out new technologies/practices in farmers’ fields;
c. try out new institutional frameworks to scale up & out 

technologies etc.; 
d. make causal analysis or identify obstacles 

with the aim of constructing institutional frameworks to scale op
& out. 



The Workshop

② What is the key role of research institutes in identifying and 
designing suitable measures/policies/schemes to facilitate adoption 
and dissemination of new technologies/practices? 

③ What is the key role of research institutes in sharing “lessons 
learned” among different countries and regions? 
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The Workshop 
An example in which we try to answer these questions using a social 
experiment we conducted in 2011. 
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The Workshop 
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The Workshop 

The objective was 
to test a new 
institutional 

arrangement: i.e., 
collective auction 
for saving the use 

of water
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The Workshop The hypothetical 
policy framework  

was designed 
jointly by the 

research group 
and the main 

actors 
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The Workshop 
The findings were 
documented and 

published

Takeda, M, D. Takahashi, M. Shobayashi (2015), “Collective action vs. 
conservation auction: Lessons from a social experiment of a collective auction of 
water conservation contracts in Japan”, Land Use Policy Volume 46, pp189-200
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The Workshop 
Another example will be presented by Dr. Sasaki.

In the end of the presentations of each of four groups, we will have 30-
minute discussion. The focus of the discussion will be placed again on 
the second objective of the workshop. 

We would therefore appreciate it if each presenter could join the 
discussion bearing in mind the guiding questions prepared by MAFF for 
each group. 
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